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Bedside water carafe ceramic

Looking to infuse a little class in your dining or drinking experience? A carafe is the perfect solution! Accessible on almost any budget, a carafe is a glass, ceramic or plastic vessel that is usually used to serve and pour water. However, what they serve in them is limited only to your imagination. Looking to add a splash of color to the
brunch table? Fill your carafe with orange or tomato juice. Do you want to improve your wine? Aim for one that also aelates. Don't you need a carafe in the kitchen? Instantly add an elegant note to the bathroom by displaying mouthwash in a glass carafe. Versatility has never looked so chic! Glass designer Carafe with wooden stopper:
elegant and playful collide. Introducing the Alfredo carafe designed by Alfredo Häberli for Georg Jensen. This glass carafe with its unusual wooden stopper is a must-have for those who want to embrace a Danish aesthetic. Minimalist glass carafe with ball stopper: Never lose the lid again with this innovative, minimalist carafe. Fun Fact:
This crystal glass carafe is named Fia after the Swedish version of the Ludo board game! Available with a stopper in amber, pink, crystal clear or black (presented). Georg Jensen Barbry Carafe: A true celebration of modern life, this carafe combines both art and function with ease. Its soft, sculptural body is not only elegant, but with a
shape that offers superior adhesion, it is also very ergonomic. Minimalist Glass Carafe: Shhhh! No one should know that this minimalist carafe cost less than $20. A stylish glass body equipped with a rubber seal cap makes this not only an amazing option for those with a budget, but an excellent choice for anyone looking to infuse their
dining experience with minimalist style. Nightstand engraved glass Carafe with Cup: Carafes are not just for the kitchen or dining room! Take it to the bedroom or office with this unique design, which includes a drinking glass. Engraved with H20, this makes it a fantastic gift for science lovers. Kosta Boda Bruk Carafe Set: Infuse the water
with a little extra color. Kosta Boda Bruk Carafe is uniquely available in gray, blue and clear. Glass-patterned carafes: a conversation starter in the shape of a carafe! The model on this glass carafe is said to represent the art and history of France. Tourbillon Aerating 0.75L Carafe: For all lovers of budget wine out there, this is carafe for
you! This aerant carafe not only looks much more expensive than it is, but its design encourages aeration, which can make a much cheaper wine taste. Sempli Swirling Carafe: Hand blown crystal unleaded, Sempli Swirling Carafe is great for your favorite wine. Just pour, rotate and enjoy! Also available in matte glass. AYTM Volvi Rolling
Carafe: A table accessory for scandinavian-inspired house. With grey glass built with a large cork, this it's a modern delight! Tom Dixon Carafe: The flared mouth of Carafe Tom Dixon ensures perfect casting every time. And the copper stopper? Well, that is really the cherry on top of this stylish design. Ribbed Texture Carafe Set Ferm
Ripple: Ferm Living Ripple Carafe Set makes pouring and drinking a pleasure. Not only does this set have a distinct ribbed texture, but the bottom of the drinking bottle varies in size to create a dynamic visual treatment. Cylindrical glass carafe: accessible and coloured, this glass cylindrical carafe is safe for the dishwasher. The stainless
steel cover is available in 6 colours, including blue, red, green and black (shown). Novelty carafe: I could not help but think of a cat when the first eye setting on this novelty carafe with long, tail like handle. A wonderful statement piece for a cat-loving meal or bar! Pierced glass carafe: A perforated glass carafe is the perfect modern and
classic blend. Created with European unleaded crystal, it is a truly elegant choice for your casting needs. High glass carafe: This high glass carafe has an impressive capacity of 60 ounces, which is ideal for both hot and cold drinks. It also has a lid that keeps ice, tea bags, and fruit inside the jug when pouring. Great minimalist designer
Carafe: With a design that makes liquids look like it defies gravity, guests won't be able to get enough of this minimalist carafe!Mr. &amp; Mrs. Night Carafe Set: Simplistic facial features adorn the Mr. &amp; Mrs. Night Carafe set, which makes it quite impressive. Available in two colors of glass, Clear or Green (presented). Winebreather
Carafe Menu: Breathe a new life (and new flavors!) into wine with the Winebreather Carafe Menu. By allowing your wine to breathe, this carafe helps you tease your wine flavors that you might otherwise miss. Minimalist Conic Carafe with bamboo cover: glass and bamboo unite to create minimalist perfection. Filled with fruit water or just
plain water, this tapered glass carafe will always look modern and chic. Black Minimalist Ceramic Carafe: While most carafes are made of glass, this minimalist black carafe is built of ceramics. Ceramics being naturally cooling means that your drink will stay more cool with this black beauty. Just soak the carafe in water for a minute or two
before use to keep its contents cool throughout breakfast, lunch or dinner. Menu Glass Carafe: The brass cover mounted on this glass carafe differentiates it from the rest. An elegant addition to any bar or kitchen. Cobra Carafe: Tall, curved, and oh-so The cobra carafe takes the form of a long-necked snake and flared collar. Chill Carafe:
Keep it cool, keep it stylish. Place this carafe's elegant marble base in the freezer to keep your drinks cold for breakfast and beyond. Luxury Water Carafe: If you are looking for a luxury, then carafe is quite competitive. This glass carafe-shaped parrot is hand-cut and hand-painted, making it a unique and playful addition to any home.
Pellicano Carafe: With a silhouette that resembles a pelican bird, this is a must if you are looking for crockery that is both whimsical and functional. This artisanal porcelain carafe is available in two sizes. Hay Tella Carafe: The unusual appearance of this carafe was created by blowing the melted glass into a textile bag, which in turn
leaves an amazing texture on the surface of the glass. No wonder Hay Tella Carafe was named after the Spanish word for textiles. An ideal carafe for serving water, soft drinks and other drinks for guests dining. Norman Copenhagen Junto Water Carafe: The construction of terracotta clay in this carafe is not only rustic ally charming, but
can also help keep the drink cool for longer. Inspired by the traditional Spanish carafe called botijo, this modern carafe has two drains, one for filling and one for casting. Kähler Hammershøi Carafe: Kähler Hammershøi Carafe is a Finnish treatment created by Hans-Christian Bauer. It is the perfect combination of classic and modern, with
glass body and ceramic lid. Also available with a blue cap. Iittala Essence Carafe: Offering a distinct female aura, this is a carafe that is hard to miss! Do you like the style, but not the color? Iittala Essence Carafe is also available in other shades. 2 Piece of Glass Carafe with gold accents: This carafe and tumbler really know to lay apart
from the crowd with their gold, honeycomb design. An extremely affordable set that is fantastic for the office or bedroom. Water carafe night with custom initials: With a drinking glass that doubles as a lid, this is a large carafe to keep the water clean and elegant décor. In addition, you can customize the initial that appears on the glass, for
free! Crystal Bedside Night Carafe with Tumbler Glass: This crystal nightstand carafe is a piece of ornate statement. If you have no use for it in the bedroom, consider using it to hold mouthwash in the bathroom. It will look much more stylish than the cheap plastic bottle that mouthwash usually comes in! The Latest Thule Designer Pitcher:
A carafe inspired by the melting ice of Lapland. This mouth-blown beauty of the glass reflects the thousands of hours spent perfecting the glass blowing technique needed to produce the bitter melting effect. Rasoi Carafe: A true mastery of the art of glass, each Carasori Carafe is formed manually without the use of any molds. Not only is
this glassware a work of art, but it is also very easy to use, is dishwasher, microwave, and safe oven. Colorful glass carafe: Add a splash of color to the table with a Japanese ceramic-inspired carafe. Featuring a textural body complemented by a matte finish, this carafe is available in several earthly colors. Earthly. Carafe made from
handblown glass: The subtle contrasted texture of bold color brings this hand to the mouth, the glass carafe to life. Whether you choose red, blue or any of the other 6 colors, this carafe is sure to make quite an impact. Glass carafe with ribbed design: ribbed for the pleasure of dining! This carafe is great for both formal and informal meals.
Each piece is handmade by the glass masters using the best quality of Borosilicated glass, so your carafe will always be unique. Filante Carafe: Filante Carafe is where fun meets functional. Melted string glass has been added to an otherwise simple design to create an eye-catching focal point that turns this carafe into a modern
showpiece. Cold sake: Make sure your sake or wine is always cold and never watered down by using this carafe. Featuring a separate ice pocket, you don't have to worry about accidentally diluting your favorite drink again! Soma water carafe with filter: a double load carafe, which elegantly holds the water and filters them. Finally, a water
filter jug that is stylish enough for a party, but simple enough for a kitchen counter! Recommended reading: 51 wine decanters to enhance wine and unique wine glasses décor Share it on any of the social media channels below to give us your vote. Your feedback helps us improve. Improve.
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